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Abstract— The increase of industrialization and 

urbanization has cause an enormous boom inside the 

population always leading to rise inside the quantity of cars 

on street.  The resulting site visitor’s congestion and traffic 

jams are the most important hurdles for emergency 

automobiles inclusive of ambulance sporting crucial 

sufferers as these emergency automobiles are not capable of 

reach their destination in time, ensuing into a loss of human 

life. To remedy this trouble to a degree we've apparently 

give you “Intelligent Traffic Control System (ITCS) for 

ambulance”. The proposed gadget clears the traffic 

congestion by means of turning all of the red lighting to 

green at the route of the ambulance, consequently assisting 

in clearing the site visitors and providing way closer to its 

destination spot. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s global fitness risks are a primary subject. 

Especially humans in the older age organization are the 

victims, and furthermore the traffic situations are worsening 

day by day, which results in site visitors jams. 

Many critical jobs get delayed because of those site 

visitors jams. Ambulance service is one of the primary 

offerings which gets laid low with traffic jams. To clear up 

this trouble we have give you the solution of “Intelligent 

ambulance with smart traffic control”. 

Here we are monitoring the patient’s fitness 

conditions. The fitness parameters such as Heart rate, body 

temperature, Blood stress and Blood degree are send to the 

health facility using the on board GSM unit. All those 

parameters are displayed in the clinic unit on a pc with the 

help of visible simple s/w. 

Simultaneously if at all of the Ambulance 

encounters the traffic jam in the path, the driver is supplied 

with the far flung to control the visitors alerts. The precise 

sign is made Green for some time and after the ambulance 

passes by, it again regains its original waft of collection of 

signaling. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Previous work on home essential symptoms video display 

units can be visible within the present day fashions which 

are in hospitals and homes. There are many different sorts 

and types of important signs and symptoms video display 

units available nowadays. They range in length, feature, and 

rate. Most are very luxurious, costing patients or healthcare 

companies upwards of $2,500 in line with system. 

There are many distinct varieties of critical signs 

monitors, so many patents of important symptoms video 

display units exist. One such patent is a blood stress and 

coronary heart fee monitoring approach and apparatus with 

the aid of Hewitt. This gadget makes use of an auscultator 

transducer and a microprocessor-based circuit to record 

blood pressure and coronary heart charge. It also makes use 

of a brand new method to degree blood strain without 

unnecessary constriction of the patient’s limb. 

So far inside the market simplest the devices 

measuring one-of-a-kind parameters are available, which 

might be all stationary, however we are setting efforts to 

ship this statistics wirelessly over the long distance the use 

of GSM unit. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

A. Explanation of Logical Block Diagram: 

As we will examine there's a chowk shown in the diagram, 

such as four specific lanes. An ambulance goes from lane1. 

The affected person is carried within the cardiac van, whose 

various parameters are being measured with the aid of the 

sensory units in the van. These parameters are continuously 

being sent to the health facility unit through GSM 

transreciever, in the shape of a message of statistics (SMS).  

The medical institution you may see is at the aspect 

of street and its miles receiving those SMS’s thru a 

dedicated cell cellphone. The records is proven on the laptop 

linked to this cellular cellphone thru information cable. The 

s/w used here is a completely consumer pleasant and front 

quit s/w, i.E. Visual fundamentals. 

At the identical time, ambulance is likewise 

making the lane 1’s sign inexperienced and all different 

alerts as crimson, due to site visitors. This is achieved via 

RF link via TX 433 and RX 433 pair. Microcontroller timers 

and counters are used for controlling 

Logical block diagram offers logic behind the 

mission and gives entire assessment of mission. It suggests 

logical go with the flow at the back of the project. In this all 

3 units that is Ambulance, Hospital and Traffic sign devices 

are shown .Here the driving force selects the lane quantity, 

and then the particular signal is made Green. 
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1) Ambulance Unit  

 
Explanation of Ambulance Unit: 

As you can see in the block diagram, there are four main 

things- 

1) Patients parameters 

2) PIC Microcontroller 

3) MAX 232, GSM Tx Rx 

4) HT12E, TX43  

One by one we will discuss these blocks- 

1) Patients parameters- We are going to measure four 

parameters of patient 

− Heart rate 

− Body temperature    

− Blood level 

− Blood pressure 

Heart rate is the first parameter which could be very 

crucial for our dialogue. It is being monitored by the sensing 

circuit which makes use of L14F1 and LM35. The coronary 

heart price is then interfaced with PIC. Similarly regarding 

the temperature of affected person we're the use of LM35 as 

the sensing unit. It does now not require any sign 

conditioning unit because it gives the output in ok shape 

with recognize to amplitude. 

Next is the blood stage. This parameter requires a 

small circuit. It just calls for an IR TX/RX pair and it also 

gives an adequate output and subsequently doesn’t require a 

sign conditioning circuit. Blood stage handiest detects 

whether or not the blood bottle given to the affected person 

is empty or stuffed. Monitoring is needed as to save you 

abrupt air bubbles to be getting into patient’s body, Hence 

once it gets empty it gives the required indication for 

changing it with the new stuffed one. 

Thus all the parameters of the affected person are 

then given to the PIC 16F877. 

2) PIC: In our project the PIC is playing vital role. 

Although we are also using 89S52 at the signaling unit 

but PIC in the ambulance is the Heart of the ambulance 

unit. 

PIC mainly performs 3 tasks: 

− It reads the parameters of the Patient and displays them 

on the LCD in the ambulance itself. 

− The above read parameters are written in text format 

and given to the GSM TX/RX 

− It sends 4 bit digital code to the HT12E and TX433 to 

make the signal green of a particular lane. 

Regarding the first task it is straightforward one 

because it showing the parameter at the LCD within the 

ambulance unit. These parameters can be considered via 

Doctors in the ambulance to choose the affected 

person’s condition as well as it confirms whether or 

notthe sensing circuit is operating nicely or no longer.  

Next assignment is sending those parameters in the 

shape of textual content message thru the GSM TX/RX. 

This project requires a complex software. Messages are 

sent after every 1 Sec. So because the records may be 

up to date at the RX side.  

The subsequent challenge is traffic manipulate. There 

are usually four lanes in a chowk. Every lane is given 

its number as 1, 2, three, 4. There might be 4 buttons on 

the dashboard of the driving force. The driver will see 

from which lane he goes and will press suitable button, 

pressing the button will ship a 4 bit coded information 

to the signaling unit thru HT12E and TX433.This can 

be finished 100meter earlier than the sign chowk. 

3) MAX 232, GSM TX Rx-GSM transreceiver is as exact 

as cell without any manage given to the person. It needs 

to be interfaced to blunders control unit that could 

provide commands to ship the text message. Here 

controlling tool is PIC.But we cannot interface it 

immediately to the GSM. Hence we need a device 

which interface those two devices and adjusts the 

voltage stages so that the instructions can be given to 

the GSM thru the PIC.This want is fulfilled by way of 

the the MAX232 that is typically used to interface GSM 

to any other controlling unit. 

4) HT12E and TX433:  HT12E is basically a RF encoder. 

It gets the coded 4bit data from PIC at its data pins. The 

HT12E then generates a digital pulse signal with 1 

redundant 8 address and 4 data bits encoded by PIC. 

The encoded 4 bit data is different for the four lanes. 

This 13 digital bit string is again modulated using FSK 

and send at a frequency of 433MHz; this is done TX433 

and RF TX. Its range is about 100 meter and hence it 

gives the feasibility to the ambulance driver to make the 

signal green of the respective lane well before his 

arrival. 

2) Traffic Signal Unit 

 
Explanation of Traffic Signal Unit: 

The Traffic alerts unit includes the RX433, HT12D, 89s52 

µc, and sign circuitry. As here in our task we’ll be handling 

2 fundamental chowks, i.E. Every which include four lanes. 

Each lane might be having three indicators (purple, yellow 

& inexperienced), as a result it turns into obligatory to 

provide a control over choice of suitable lane and its 

http://www.engineersgarage.com/articles/pic-microcontroller-tutorial
http://www.engineersgarage.com/electronic-components/max232-datasheet
http://www.engineersgarage.com/electronic-components/16x2-lcd-module-datasheet
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corresponding signal. Here we provide the driver with a 

remote manipulate with 8 buttons, every set for exceptional 

lanes, and we have commonplace codes for the manipulate 

of alerts.  

Whenever a particular lane is chosen, a thirteen bit 

statistics is send to the receiver segment. Out of these 

thirteen bits, 1 bit (MSB) is a redundant bit, next 8 bits are 

the cope with bits, and rest four bits are the records bits. 

These four bits decidewhether or not the sign has to be made 

GREEN or no longer. Each lane has been assigned to a 

unique code for its sign manage, as quickly because it gets 

13 bit facts, its miles required to decode it first, and this is 

carried out with the aid of HT12D.   

It sincerely assessments for the cope with bits for 

four times in collection, on confirming the facts from the 

proper transmitter, it then allows the records out ports of the 

HT12D, and latches the information directly to the output 

port. 

The statistics concerning which lane has to be 

selected or which signal has to be managed and applicable 

coded records is stored within the software in 89S52 µc. As 

quickly because the statistics is acquired on the TX433, after 

interpreting it's far given to the 89S52 unit, where in the 

facts is as compared with the already stored facts similar to 

specific movements, and consequently it takes decision of 

which output port of 89S52 has to accept indicators to make 

the ideal modifications on the output. As all of the indicators 

are at once related (stressed connection) to the 89S52 µc. 

On reception of suitable voltage alternate at the 

output port the corresponding sign is made GREEN and 

others are made RED. After the ambulance passes by, the 

wreck within the link is discovered and the signal is 

disturbed. Hence it's far introduced back to its unique flow 

of sequence of signaling. Or we can also offer a separate 

transfer to regain its original fame. 

3) Hospital Unit: 

 
Explanation of Hospital Unit: 

One of the receiver units is medical institution unit. This 

unit consists of GSM transreceiver and pc with V.B 

software hooked up. 

In this setup, GSM is used as source of information 

to health facility from ambulance. GSM is duplex unit and 

able to transferring facts as well as voice. Parameters of 

patient measured in ambulanceare obtained with the aid of 

GSM receiver with postpone of 5 sec. These parameters 

ought to be displayed on display screen, so GSM has 

followed with pc having V.B. Application, which is 

compatible for storing and displaying obtained records in 

suitable shape which is very consumer pleasant. In this, we 

are the use of stack for storing received records. After each 

5sec c programming language, data get updated and 

displayed on display. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a machine is described with the intention to 

constantly display the affected person’s fitness parameters 

and concurrently will control the site visitors sign in case is 

any twist of fate or emergency is discovered all by using the 

emergency unit basically performed by means of emergency 

ambulance. If the doctors do no longer have enough clinical 

records of the affected person, they'll not be capable of give 

proper remedy to the affected person. This system attempts 

to prevent simply that. In health monitoring machine, the 

affected person’s important health parameters consisting of 

Heart Rate and Body Temperature are monitored. This 

information is send to the health facility for analysis.    
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